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Much of the forecast exponential rise in data over the
coming years will be unstructured (ie.voice & text)
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Source: Patrick Cheesman, EE Times - https://www.eetimes.com/author.asp?section_id=36&doc_id=1330462

Compliance risks (and costs) show no sign of slowing
down for the financial services industry

$1.3b

48%
Compound annual growth rate
forecast for RegTech spending
for US banks1

Apr 2016:
“Westpac
subsidiary pays
penalties
of $493,000 after
breaching
consumer
protections”
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Regulatory spending for big 4
banks in 20172

Aug 2017:
“CBA accused of
breaching money
laundering laws”

1. https://which-50.com/compliance-costs-lift-regtech-spending-76-billion-2022/
2. http://blog.deloitte.com.au/what-lies-ahead-for-the-australian-retail-banking-market/
3. https://www.slideshare.net/SWIFTcommunity/financial-crime-compliance

Feb 2018:
“CBA's half year
profit falls, costs
of bank inquiries
hit bottom line”

80%
Percent of time that compliance
spends hunting for data (only
20% of their time analysing) –
this should be reversed3

Mar 2018:

Aug 2018:

“Banking royal
commission:
details of NAB
staff in bribery
ring emerge”

“AMP admits
deliberately
charging ‘fees for
service’,
repeatedly
misleading
regulator”

”ANZ admits it
does not check
living expenses
of loan
customers”

“CBA involved in
‘fees for no
service’ scandal

The current QA model isn’t fit for a Big Data World
where every conversation matters
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Inconsistent
customer experience

Increased focus on
conduct risk

High agent turnover

Missed commercial
opportunities

Insufficient
supervisory coverage

Expensive and time
consuming training
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Lisa delivers a
world class customer
experience by listening,
deciphering and acting
on every call, every day

Lisa is an AI application that sits on existing
customer systems, listening, deciphering and
acting on every call, every day, across every
channel.
Lisa checks for regulatory and brand compliance
based on a business’s individual needs and
priorities, identifying training needs and then
checking for training effectiveness.
Lisa is designed to understand the meaning and
context of sentence structures from accurately
transcribed calls, and then surface insights,
exceptions and recommend actions on a daily,
individual and business-wide basis.
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Lisa acts as ‘conversational middleware’, turning customer
conversations into actionable insights

Millions of conversations…

…into actionable insights
Compliance
QA scorecard automation
Suspicious activity alert
and prediction

Lisa

…analysed & deciphered…
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Performance
Agent performance
Improved conversion
Reduced churn
Experience
Sentiment
Customer satisfaction
Conversational behaviours

Key benefits of AI-driven, enterprise-ready speech analytics
solution
Unfettered access to data

Enables you to augment existing enterprise data with
conversational insight to build your own IP

Seamless integration

AI-driven

Works with your existing technology
like Genesys and Avaya

With AI at the core, Lisa, for instance,
covers more than 50 unique behaviours
automatically

100% call coverage

Simple pricing model

Listening to 100% of calls, with
market-leading transcription rates

$ per seat or pay for what you
consume. No hidden extras.

Flexible Proposition
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From the pricing to the endless feature and reporting
configuration made possible by AI
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How does Lisa work?

Translate
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Ingest

Enhance

Present

Translate
Enhance audio, convert speech into text
and extract words with match confidence,
volume, frequency, and energy.

Why Lisa?
Integrates with existing call centre solutions
Best-in-class speech to text engine
Large dictionaries/vocabulary
~90% accuracy
AI tags semantic elements such as
confidence, volume and energy

Translate
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Ingest

Enhance

Present

Ingest
Natural Language Processing AI used to identify:
• Agent and customer
• Conversation sentiment

• Entities including times,
dates, names, etc.

Why Lisa?
Based on open source methods
AI understands more than 18 entities (times,
dates, names, etc) out-of-the-box
AI provides a greater understanding of
meaning and mood
Best-in-class AI sentiment analysis

Translate
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Ingest

Enhance

Present

Enhance
AI extracts elements such as
• Key phrases and topics
• Talk speed
• Customer education level

• Pauses
• Over-talk
• Silences

Why Lisa?
No high professional fees
for vocabulary customisation
Best-in-class speech to text engine
AI extracts topics, mines texts and
performs QA automatically

Translate
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Ingest

Enhance

Present

Present
• Build insight dashboards
• Best-in-class standard dashboards and reports
• Supplies data to third party visualisation apps

Why Lisa?
Lisa’s Open Data policy allows customers to:
Generate profiles based on the
underpinning data
Access & integrate insights from
every conversation into other
data environments
Mix with other corporate data creating
new insights and opportunities for
commercial benefit.

Translate
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Ingest

Enhance

Present

Lisa identifies key words and uses fuzzy logic to better
understand context and meaning.

Sentiment indicator
Interruption
Appropriate disclosure
Topic identification
Check for call guide path
Potential complaint
Churn predictor
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Caller
00:01:38

Correct.

Agent
00:01:39

Unfortunately I am not able to enter your personal details on your behalf, but I can definitely help in case of technical issues with
your account, Many people find password requirements a bit confusing when they set up an account for the first time.

Caller
00:01:55

Yeah. I did set up an account and then I had all these troubles.

Agent
00:02:01

Yep.

Caller
00:02:02

So I did use my name to register and then one of those warning being on and on again and it wanted another new password and I did that but it
does not sort of seem to lead me anywhere and just keeps coming up with the same check your email check your email you know.

Agent
00:02:17

Yep.

Caller
00:02:18

So I mean I am really annoyed and you know if I don’t sort it now there is no way I will use your bank again.

Lisa’s AI moves Speech Analytics to a far more
cost effective and flexible proposition
Speech Analytics

AI-driven Speech Analytics

Upfront investment cost

Large upfront investments

No upfront, pay for
what you consume

Ease of integration

Heavy product and
architecture dependencies

Seamless integration with
your telephony system

Months

Weeks

Restricted data access

Open data policy

~70%

~90%

Heavy dependence on customization
and professional services

Advanced AI techniques
that understand meaning

Time to deploy

Open data source

Transcription accuracy

Meaning comprehension
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Lisa adds value from Day 1 based on out-of-the-box
functionalities and training

Productivity gains

Indirect cost
savings

Revenue
opportunities

Intangible
benefits

• Improved SLAs (FCR,
AHT, WFM)*
• Attrition cost reduction
• 100% QA coverage for a
fraction of the cost
• Self-service optimisation

• Reduced time to
competency
• Instantaneous QA
scalability

• Increase new and
existing customer sales
conversion
• Reduce customer churn

• Total compliance and
easy regulation update
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*

SLA (Service Level Agreement), FCR (first call resolution), AHT (average handling time), WFM (workforce management)

• Improved customer
experience
• Brand and Risk
Compliance
• Better use of humans

Lisa can uplift agent productivity, leading to
better customer and business outcomes
Opportunities to
identify inefficiencies

60%

of repeat calls are
due to process or
training issues

10%

Reduction in silence,
can lead to 1%
reduction in call volume
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Lisa can reduce agents’ time on
inefficient activities, allowing more
time for more productive ones
More first call resolutions

Reduce average handling time

Replicate successful agent traits

Lisa can bring immense time and cost
savings by reducing agent attrition rates
Attrition is timeconsuming and costly

40%

average agent attrition rate for
in-house Australian call centers
(up to 200% for BPO)

$8,800

average cost to onboard 1 new agent
(recruitment, HR admin, training,
additional supervision)
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Lisa can reduce attrition rates,
yielding significant cost savings

Increased sales commission

Reduce mundane conversations

Predict attrition factors

Lisa offers Total compliance for a fraction of
traditional human QA cost
Traditional QA

2-5%

of all conversations are monitored

$1.3B

Regulatory spending for
big 4 banks in 2017

60%

average growth rate of QA
resource spend in next 12 months
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Lisa can check on regulatory and
brand compliance near real time
100% coverage for a fraction of traditional
human QA cost
QA scorecard automation covering regulatory,
brand and training compliance
QM supervisors spending time on coaching and adding
value to the business, rather than hunting for data

Contact us to know more
Schedule a demo

Biliana.Rajevic@daisee.com or
0487 915 400
Explore our speech analytics thought
leadership
https://www.daisee.com/blog/

Confidentiality and disclaimer

This presentation was prepared by Daisee PTY Limited (“Daisee” or “the Company”), in order to discuss its business with various
interested parties. This presentation contains statements that involve estimates, risks and uncertainties. Although the Company
believes these statements to be reasonable at this time, Daisee can give no guarantee that the expectations reflected in these
statements will prove to be accurate or that all relevant information has been provided.
Actual results could differ materially from those expected for any of a multitude of risks including, but not limited to, those
inherent in regulatory or market environments or more generally. In preparing this presentation, the Company has relied upon
and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources, or
which was otherwise reviewed by it.
Information relating to other companies is based on publicly available information, including the websites of those companies and
Daisee's current understanding and assessment of the market. Readers must verify such information independently before relying
on it. The presentation is proprietary to Daisee and may not be disclosed to any third party or used for any other purpose without
the prior written consent of the Company.
Potential investors must make their own independent assessment and investigation of the opportunity and should not rely on any
statement or the adequacy or accuracy of the information provided by Daisee. Securities of micro and small cap companies
typically involve a higher degree of risk and more volatility than securities of more established companies. As such, an investment
in the Company must be considered as speculative. The information provided does not purport to cover all relevant information
about any potential investment in the Company. Accordingly, potential investors are advised to seek appropriate independent
advice, if necessary, to determine the suitability of this investment.
This document does not constitute an offer, solicitation or recommendation in relation to the subscription, purchase or sale of
securities in any jurisdiction and does not and will not form part of any securities subscription, sale or purchase contract.
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